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The theory of e l l ip t ica l polarization in the ifoesbauer effect has been given by Prraienfelder
et al« / 1 / for the tranoitione betsesa pure mid ее~ s ta tes . In the present paper, a relation
/2/ between the two-dimensional eomples vector paraaeterization and the photos polarization
density matrix bao been used to describe the changes in the polarization state of the gansia -
ray involved in the Kooobsuer transit ions batween Bised nuclear etatea.

Hero t? are «eights in the statistical xsizturs of electric vectors 4 f
T ч T

 j^aad the

other quantities have tbe meaning gi?ea in /3/. Such mixed states appear «nea aSyusietric

electric field gradiente or noncollinear electric ипй magnetic fields are present at the nuc-

lear site, as it ia shown 1д figure 1, The Bixture eoeffciente C^j ̂ , provides by the per-

turbation theory, depend on the well-knosn hyperfine parameters:

^
=
 4 ^ T '

4
- ^ ' * • ^ ^ •' bi-^^H.».* •

The influence of the mix*ar.e coefficients on the polarisation of the spectral lines in ешраав-
ized for Fe ia the presence of an aayismotric elsetric field gradient end of a magnetic field
along the principal s-axia pt the gradient tensor. Xa this case, the eight possible transitions
betweea the ground states 11, 1> - | \ , | > , | | , 2> = j | , | ) and the excited etatea»

are deocribed by the following 2 x 2 density matrices:

p
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with i о I,III; i*= II, IT and the mixture coefficiento given in /4/.

It can be seen that all the resonances are completely polerissd (detp(i;j) = 0)«, Four traae-

itions * f>(I;l), (pilllil), p(II; 2),
 s
p(IV; 2), iavolving alao the "forbidden transitions"

(labeled by asterix) have a linear polarization transverse to the quantisation exis indepen-

dent of the -bsaa direction. It e polarization of the other four resonances depends on the pro-

pagation direction of the -ray. In comparison witb the firat one
f
 these гчув become linearly

polarized always parallel to the quantization axis. As an illustration of the above consider"

ations some polarization patterns are given for the emission spectra in the particular case

E = -Ĵ J- и 1, s g a | » + 1; >J= Is 8,a,j= о (figure 3) in comparison with the case of the pure

magnetic interaction (figure 2). The observer is facing an oncoming genaaa-i'ay. The quantiza-

tion axis (taken along the principal z-axia of the EFG tensor) lies in the plane determined

by the abscise i and the ganma-гау direction at an angle /3 with respect to the last. The

figures with the circular arrows indicate the type of polarization; the relative phases of

the electric vpctors are denoted by the radial arrows. The relative ratio of the intensities

is written an each spectrum. The resonances (II;1) and (I}2), elllptically polarized etj3=O,

pass through the circular polarization at |3 = 6l°5O* and (3= 77°36*» respectively, before

becoming linearly polarized at (3 = £g. For &>-Ц- all the ellipses flip over.

Comparing the polarization patterns presented in figure 2 and figure 3 i© evident that the

mixture coefficients cause sensible changes not only in the energetical positions of the re-

sonances, in their number and intensities, but also in their polarization state. This fact

becomes important in the resonance absorption experiments on single crystals, msgaatised po-

lycrystalline sample or textured materials» where, besides the energetical coincidence requir-

ements, the correspondence of the polarization states must be met. A very sioiple example of

the role of the mixture coefficients in an absorption experiment with polarized rays is pre-

sented in figure 4. The stick-diagram (figure 4b) obtained with a polarized thin source like

in figure 2c and a thin absorber with mixed hyperfine interactions (figure 3c) is much dif-

ferent from the figure 4a picture which represents the absorption spectrum with both the

source and absorber like in figure 2c (transitions between pure nuclear states).
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a) l inearly polarised aextet-sextet pattern
(H = 0, ®= 0 HQ | | Нд)

b) l inearly polarissec aeitet-octet pattern
(R = 0,(Эя С for aesrtet; В и 1; Bgztr » +1,
1\ - 1 в.СГ,^» for octet ) .

The quantisation axes in source and absorber
are parallel
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РКИВШДАТ10Н OF ELASTIC JUTO IHELASTIC SCATTERIHG OP ОАШЦ-ВАУЗ IH VIgHEODS SH.XCA Eg BEAHS

Of THE M5SSBAUER EFFECT

In x-ray diffraction experiments in disordered solids elastic and inelastic scatterings агэ

mixed at all scattering angles. Since the amount of energy exchanged by the s-гау quanta la

too small to be detected by means of conventional x-ray techniques, the only vrpy to disting-

uish between elastic and inelastic processes is to use tae ИоевЪаиег effect which permits

аи energy resolution as small as a few 10 eV. In the present paper some results of the ap-

plication of the Hossbauer effect to the separation of elastic and inelastic scatterings in

amorphous SiO
2
 are reported.

The experimental procedure was similar to that used to detest the amount of the thermal dif-

fuse scattering (TDS) at the Bragg reflections in crystalline solids /1-4/„ А 100 иС1 С о ^

source diffused in a chromium matrix was used together with a 310 stainless stsel absorber»
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